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Safety calls 
Code Red - Players may call this upon the event of an injury. If heard repeat the call and kneel. The 

person who began the call stays standing. This allows for officials to locate the injured person easily 

and prevents further injury 

Time Out - can be called in the event of a safety issue, all players nearby should respect the call and 

stop combat whilst the issue is resolved 

Time In can be called at the GMs discretion when safe to do so, or in another area clear from the 

injury 

Time Freeze -is called by GMs as an event trigger. Players close their eyes and hum a tune, sing or 

song or make noise as to not know what’s going on around them. This is usually plot related or 

similar and there to help with the fun of the game 

Time In - Count in from 5 and return to play e.g. “Play on in 5, 4, 3, 2, 1!” Players are encouraged to 

resound the call if others have not heard 

PLAY 

A hit can be ignored if it hits a character’s shield. Hits on loose clothing, cloaks, bags, etc are at the 

discretion of the hit party.  If it would have gone through said item (excluding shields) or if said item 

stopped the hit landing on you then you take the hit.  

Keep in mind that this as a RP game, as such all weapon use must be realistic or even exaggerated. 

No simple wrist flicks or “Drum rolling”. Blows should be both firm enough to be felt but soft enough 

not to cause injury, such as breaking skin or heavy bruising. Some light bruising may be unavoidable 

in the course of play. 

 

The following areas are NO HIT ZONES. You cannot target these zones; if a player is hit here they do 

not take any damage: Groin, head, neck, hands, feet.  

Partial parries and parries are accepted, remember this game is honour based so take the hit if it 

made proper contact.    

ALL WEAPONS DO 1 DAMAGE. 

UPON REACHING 0HP YOU FALL UNCONCIOUS AND MAY BE HEALED BY A HEALER.  

GM authority 
A “Game Master” is anyone wearing the GM armband, the armband will be identified to players at 

sign in and briefing. GMs are present to create a challenging and fun environment for our players, 

respect them and their decisions. They may make rulings in regards to items, players and 

environments. During play their decision is final and must be respected. If you feel that a GM has 

over stepped their powers or has acted unfairly contact the head marshal, who will be made known 

to you at briefing.  

Players will be given two warning before being ejected from the game. 



 

 

NPCs  
Non-player characters (NPCs) fill the roles that are not being played by the player characters. Non-

player characters can vary from a traveling merchant to a rampaging monster. Unlike player 

characters, which are created and controlled by the player, non-player characters are created and 

controlled by a Game Master. Non-player characters vary from encounter to encounter.  

OOC & IC areas/indications. 
If you wish to drop out of character (OOC) place your hand atop your head with your fingers fanned 

out. This is not to be abused to avoid battles/consequence or situations in character (IC).  

Some areas will be identified as OOC areas, these will include places such as bunk houses and toilets. 

There may be others and they will be shown at the briefing. 

WEAPONS 
All weapons must be approved by a marshal before being used. Weapons from the following 

suppliers are automatically accepted: 

 Calimacil 

 Epic Armoury 

 Forgotten Dreams 

Below are the categories for weapon lengths. All measurements for weapon sizes are in cm.  

 Offhand weapons: 20 - 85 (Dual wielding with a one handed weapon)  

 One handed weapon: 20-116 

 Two handed weapon: 116-160 

 One handed spear: 100-180 

 Two handed spear : 115-300 

 Staves and cutting polearms: 115-215 

 Javelins: 100-165 

 Throwing weapons: minimum dimensions are 10cm length, 18 cm in circumference (6 cm in 

diameter) throwing weapons must be larger than an eye socket and weigh no more than 

350g. 

Ranged Weapons 

 Bows must be below a 30 pound at 28” draw.  

 Arrows must be IDV brand arrows, home made arrows may be approved on a case by case 

basis. Contact kiruna.events@gmail.com to organise approval.  

 Bands are to be made using surgical tubing and not cause harm when hitting a player.  

 Bandguns must look immersive as possible, with appropriate firing mechanisms and barrels 

etc. 

Shields 

 Maximum rectangular dimensions: 60cm X 90cm 

 Maximum round shield dimensions: 70cm diameter 

 Shields must have their edges padded with foam to create a safe surface for weapons to 

strike  and to not harm players on accidental contact 

 There is no shield hooking or shield bashing allowed. 
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Hit Points 
All players start with a base of 2 HP. 

Armour 
The armour system is designed with simplicity in mind without sacrificing the ability to mix and 

match and customise your armour and look. 

The calculations are quite simple. Each piece of armour you wear that covers a location grants an 

armour value. Add up all your armour values then divide that value by 10. Round down to the closest 

whole number and that is how many extra HP are gained from armour. 

Locations Light Medium Heavy 

Right forearm, Left forearm  
Right elbow, Left elbow 
Right upper arm / shoulder, Left upper arm/shoulder 
Right lower leg , Left lower leg   
Right Knee, Left Knee 
Right upper leg, Left upper leg.  
*Each of the above is calculated separately eg- Heavy armour on 
both forearms = 2 x 3 * 

 
 
 
1 

 
 
 
2 

 
 
 
3 

Upper chest 
Abdomen/Belly  
Back 

3 6 9 

 

Helms 

A full leather helmet that covers the top and back of head, or a metal helmet that covers at least 

from the brow line up, grants +1 HP. A full metal open faced helm grants +2 HP. 

Armour grades. 
Light: Light armour consists mostly of soft but thick leather or well-padded cloth.   

 The leather has to be 2mm or more in thickness.  

 Padded cloth has to be at least 5mm thick (A gambeson covers this).  

 Furs and animal skins are also considered light. 

 An over bust corset with a minimum of 12 steel bones counts as light armour. (covering 

abdomen and back locations) 

Medium: Mostly refers to chain mail, hardened leather or spaced splint mail.  

 A chain linked metal ringed armour is considered medium armour.  

 Leather has to be a hardened variety to be considered medium armour, e.g cuirboilli.  

 Spaced splint mail is a soft leather piece that has metal strips attached to it but they are 

spaced more than 3mm apart.  

 Soft leather armour with metal rings attached is also considered medium as long as the 

amount of rings and spacing qualifies as protection. 

 

 



 

 

Heavy: Mostly refers to sections of metal sheets linked with each other to cover the whole body or 

location. 

 Steel plates have to be 0.8mm thick. 

 Aluminium has to be at least 1.6mm thick. 

 Splint mail has to have its metal strips or plates no further than 3 mm apart. 

 Scale armour of small metal sections that overlap each other have to have a minimum 

0.8mm metal rule or 1.6mm aluminium rule and overlap with no gaps. Metal Lamellar would 

be counted as heavy. 

Stacking: Certain armours can be stacked.  

 If you wear two light armour pieces in one location is it considered a medium armour piece. 

 If you wear two medium armour pieces in one location is it considered a heavy armour piece. 

 You can only stack twice. 

 You cannot stack two different armour grades to get any benefit, e.g.  Light over Medium does 

not equate to heavy. 

 Stacked armour cannot be of the same style, e.g. you cannot wear two suits of chain to be 

considered Heavy. You can wear splint over chain or similar.  

 

Minimum Costume Standards. 

At Kiruna we want to achieve the most immersive environment we can for both the game and its 
players. But this goal is a two way street, we require your support. We, as the organisers, aim to 
have prop and set representation of what can be achieved with the resources we have. You, as the 
players, also need to help with this endeavour. 

At Kiruna we are implementing a minimum dress standard for all players. This essentially means no 
jeans, no logos, no runners, and no other modern attire. However we also know it’s not as simple as 
that and we are flexible when it comes to your kit as long as it suits the game. 

Wearing jeans under an armour kit is fine as the armour kit hides most of it. But as a player you will 
not be wearing armour 24/7. Even black jeans still look like jeans. Leg wraps, large belts and other 
such additions can offset a pair of black jeans rather well and a are good example of where flexibility 
comes in. A pair of black boots is OK to wear but white or coloured runners are not. But you can 
wear BLACK runners if you so desire as long as you can cover them up. Some ideas include wrapping 
the feet in bandages, wearing boot covers etc. 

The following are some good guidelines: 

 Hide the jeans or don't wear them. 

 A plain dark t-shirt and plain tracksuit pants looks exactly that, plain. 

 Sun glasses and modern hats are not to be used, however more period tricorns and the like 
are highly encouraged especially in the Australian sun. 

 No coloured runners or logo shoes. This isn't hard to change. For safety you should be 
wearing boots with some sort of ankle support. 

 Swordsmans gloves, gauntlets or other safety or similar hand protection. 

If you are unsure of your kit the community is quite helpful in that area and you should ask others 
for advice. 



 

 

Costume upgrades/Extras 
We at Kiruna want great kit and a great look for the game and its player base. While the above is all 
about minimum standards we do like to encourage great costume above and beyond that minimum. 

Full head/face latex mask 
We know it’s hot and hard to wear especially for long periods of time. A latex mask counts the same 
as a leather helmet for extra HP and grants you +1 HP. You can also wear a helmet to grant an 
additional +1HP but the maximum obtained is +2 HP overall. 

Fake armour                                                                                                                                              
We allow and encourage alternative materials for armour including foam and the like. It’s assessed 
on a case by case basis but if the armour you make is almost indistinguishable from metal/leather 
armour it might be classed as equivalent to it. Some lower grade armour may even be upgraded if 
they are of exceptional quality and look. 

By GM approval, organise pre approval by contacting us at kiruna.events@gmail.com  or find a GM 
on the day for a decision.  

Character driven costume 
If your costume suits your character and the extra costume is more than the clothes you bought 
from a store you can gain an additional +1 HP above the rest.  

 
From the following list you can have a combination of 4 or more items to gain the bonus. However a 
GM has the right to refuse costuming points. 

 Custom crafted wings (Bat/demon, feather angel wings, customized fairy wings) 

 Prosthetics and makeup (Ears, contact lenses, horns, teeth etc.) A combination of these two 
is required to get the costuming point. 

 Exceptional cloak, is one that has a mantle or is made with fake furs/skins, or a lined heavy 
duty cloak good for wet/cold weather. 

 High quality hood, hat or other headwear.  

 Stylized, laced or embroidered coat, dress or other custom costume. 

 Created familiar, this is something that actually looks like a creature and not a store brought 
plush toy. 

 Period boots/shoes or footwear appropriate for your character. 
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Combat Calls 
Combat calls are common effects used in the game. These effects can come from monsters, player 

abilities and/or spells. 

Sleep 

 When you hear the Sleep call you stop what you’re doing, lower your head as if you’re 

nodding off and count to 5.  

o Once the 5 seconds are up you can act again.  

o If you are hit at any time during that 5 seconds the sleep effect prematurely. 

Knock Back 

 When you or your shield are hit, and the attacker calls “Knock Back”, you take 3 paces back 

and react appropriately as if a massive weight shoved you back.  Knock back does no 

damage. 

o If you are knocked back into an object (wall, player, tree etc) you stop.  

o You can be knocked back into game designated dangerous or difficult terrain. (E.g: 

marked out water or canyons etc.) 

o You must be aware of your surroundings, do not step back into terrain that is 

physically dangerous eg. Steep hills, trees and rocks. Safety first.  

Crush 

 When you are affected by Crush you lose half your current hit points rounded down. Try to  

roleplay having your body crushed by a force for a second.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Spell casting 

Casting Spells 
All spell casting follows common rules for each spell. 

Casting Time: This time is in seconds. While casting a spell a player has to perform an action of some 

type. The common action is a chant or other vocals that are appropriate for the genre, however a 

player can also do an alchemical version or other RP that is appropriate. Speak with GMs about what 

you want to do to see if it’s allowed. 

Maximum HP: This is the maximum hit points you can have to cast the spell. If your total HP is 

greater than this through use of armour and extras you cannot cast the spell.  

Prop: All spells have to have a prop to use as a spell focus. The prop may not be a LARP weapon 

unless it is an approved staff or ritual dagger. The prop must be in one of your hands while casting 

and cannot be concealed. If a staff or dagger is used to block during spellcasting, even accidenty, the 

spell is interrupted. This means a player can hit your weapon to interrupt the spell chant. A prop 

must be longer than your hand. 

 

Mage Ball 
Casting time: 10 Seconds 

Maximum HP: 6 

The spell Mage Ball has a secondary prop in the form of a LARP approved ball. The most common of 

these is a squishy/stress ball. Once the spell is cast the player has 5 seconds to throw the spell or the 

spell ends and it needs to be cast again. We encourage the use of high quality mage balls.  

If the ball hits a player they suffer 1 damage. If the ball hits a weapon or shield the magic travels 

through and the player still suffers 1 damage.  (Hitting a NO HIT ZONE does no the damage)  

Shield 
Casting time: 20 seconds 

Maximum HP: 8 

Shield grants additional 1 HP. This bonus HP can go above the armour max of 10HP. You can only 

have one Shield spell on you at a time. Shield does not prevent Sleep or Crush.  

The effect ends when the player loses HP from any source. 

Heal 
Casting Time: 30 seconds 

Maximum HP: 6 

When the spell is completed the target is healed 3 HP. A player cannot be healed past their current 

maximum. A player cannot heal themselves. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Scrolls 
Scrolls are used for advanced spells. A scroll can be used to cast Knock Back, Crush or Sleep effects as 

written before, as well as other effects. 

Scroll use is simple. A player holds out the scroll, reads the incantation on the scroll and rips the 

scroll up as part of the casting. Once ripped a player points to a target immediately and calls the 

effect. 

A scroll can only be used by someone with 4 or less total HP (ignoring Shield) 

There are two scroll types. 

Effect 
Effect scrolls are one use items that a player targets by pointing the recipient of the effect.  

Enchantment 
An enchantment has a longer benefit. When the scroll is cast you target the recipient of the effect. 

Their weapon of choice now calls the listed spell on every hit. An enchanted weapon can be blocked 

by shields and weapons. Shields cannot block Knock Back as per the spell. 

A GM will call an end to an immediate battle by saying Battle End. This doesn’t end the game, it 

signals the end of the immediate combat. All Enchantments from scrolls will end and a new scroll 

has to be used to regain the benefits. 

Potions 
Potions are a single use coloured liquid that a person drinks to gain its benefits. To use a potion one 

must unstopper the container and either drink the coloured water our pour it out. 

The current known potions. 

Shield 
Grants the user the effect of Shield when consumed. 

Health 
Restores up to 2 of the user’s lost HP when consumed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kiruna Events would like to thank the community for it’s input, we appreciate your support and hope 

you enjoy the rules we created together!  
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